National Tsing Hua University
College of Engineering
Summer Research Program

Academics
Department of Chemical Engineering
Department of Power Mechanical Engineering
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Department of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management
Institute of NanoEngineering and MicroSystems
Institute of Biomedical Engineering

Why NTHU CoE?

Outstanding Academic Performance
- College of Engineering is among the top 100 universities in the field of engineering, and will continue to strive for better.
- Three Nobel Laureates, one Wolf Prize winner, and 14 academicians (Academia Sinica, Taiwan) are from NTHU.

Excellent Research Environment
- State-of-the-art research facilities
- 135 brilliant faculty members, 51 professional staff, and 3,022 intelligent and friendly students
- Collaboration with 201 universities in 39 different countries

Attractive Surroundings
- NTHU is located in Hsinchu City; the world famous Science and Industrial Park is within walking distance; and it is just 90 minutes by car to Taipei city.
- The campus is beautiful, with abundant greenery, small hills, scenic lakes, Chinese gardens, and ecological reserves.
- The university’s surroundings are superb, safe and convenient, providing gourmet food courts, bookstores, supermarkets, traditional markets and shopping malls.
About Summer Research Program

High-Value Global Engineer Leadership Scholarship
- Subsidized round-trip airline ticket up to NTD 15,000
- Free university accommodation

Program Application
- Worldwide undergraduate and graduate students with good academic performance are qualified to apply.
- The Summer Research Program duration is about two months.

Listen to what they say!

“The whole program was a great experience and the activities organized by CoE were very good!”
Arvind Goyal, India

“I have had a wonderful stay and a great learning experience in NTHU, TAIWAN. Thanks to Summer Research Program 2015 and EELab of Chemical Engineering for making the experience the best it could possibly be.”
Amrita Sureswal, India

“The internship program gave me a wonderful opportunity to learn and share knowledge. I am grateful to the College of Engineering, National Tsing Hua University for providing this wonderful opportunity to me.”
Shubhi Jain, India

“I very much enjoyed the program and the opportunities offered thereby.”
Benjamin Faught, USA